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Abstract  

Metaphors are an important linguistic device that can enable music teachers to explain 
expressive performance features in a way that makes sense to their students. This study 
extends the limited literature on the application of metaphors within advanced music 
instruction, providing new insights into the nature and function of metaphor in the way that 
music is perceived, performed and taught. It is based on an investigation of 80 hours of 
teacher instruction recorded across five instrument areas: strings, woodwinds, brass, 
percussion and keyboard. Metaphors were identified, analysed in relation to contextual 
meanings, and explored in relation to relevant literature. The findings suggest that with 
attentive use, metaphors can be useful “bridges to learning” in music instruction contexts.  
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Introduction  

Metaphor is characterised as a bridge to learning (Cortazzi & Jin, 1999), not least in a 
mediating role between teacher and learner by enabling subjective interpretations to be 
shared in the pursuit of intersubjectivity. Musical sound is open to such subjective 
interpretation. One way we perceive qualities of musical sound is by mapping, potentially 
through neural pathways, experience of the physical world onto the intangible aspects of 
sound. These mappings are mediated through language and are essentially what constitute 
metaphors in this context. For example, a teacher might attempt to explain timing, in the 
sense of a pause, by saying, “It’s that moment when you twist the knife”. This article seeks to 
answer a number of pedagogical questions, based on detailed observations of metaphors 
employed in 80 hours of classical music instruction. It will explore the dimensions and 
features of metaphors in this context and how systematic they; how metaphor elucidates 
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aspects of musical sound and what motivates this; and what relevance this has to the studio 
music teacher.  

Many studies on the use of metaphor in relation to classical music discourse focus on how it 
is used to characterise melody, harmony and other structural features of the musical score to 
give the music meaning. Other studies investigate the interrelation of language, cognition, 
perception and performance. What is missing are more studies on the use of metaphor in real-
world music instruction settings in order to:  

• enhance our understanding of the musical functions of metaphors (Eitan & 
Rothschild, 2011; Juslin, 2003);  

• explore the richness of human musical experience “without trying to control or limit 
it” (Sloboda, 2008, p. 33); and  

• clarify the kinds of empirical evidence needed to properly characterise the reaches 
and limits of metaphor in such specialised contexts (Gibbs, 2008).  

Of particular interest to music educators is Schippers’ (2006) call for a breadth of research on 
metaphor to facilitate creative and expressive practice in music performing, learning and 
teaching. Satisfying these calls to action requires pedagogical studies that engage with the 
complexity of metaphor use in music instruction.  

Studio music lessons provide the best opportunity to investigate these issues, as metaphor is 
central to the language of instruction (see Juslin, 2003; Karlsson, Liljeström, & Juslin, 2009; 
Laukka, 2004; Lindström, Juslin, Bresin, & Williamon, 2003; Van Zijl & Sloboda, 2010; 
Woody, 2000). Here, the teacher imparts to the student their own learned experience of the 
music— the form, style, and “character” that the composer incorporates into the score, and 
importantly, the means of expressing this in performance. In this context, the function and 
nature of metaphor can be examined more closely in relation to its pedagogical role.  

Metaphor and learning expressivity  

Psychologists working on expressivity largely assert that expression in performance is 
intrinsically connected to human emotion. According to Woody (2000), attention to 
performer felt emotion seems to have an established place in the expressive training of 
student musicians. In his study of how college students learn expressivity in performance, 
most indicated that they learnt it through verbal-based instruction in their college music 
lessons. Lindström et al. (2003) found that most students ranked metaphor as the best strategy 
for teaching expressivity, with felt emotion and aural modelling next. This contrasts with 
Laukka’s 2004 study, where teachers from conservatories in Sweden and England were asked 
to rank their methods for teaching expressivity according to metaphors, aural modelling and 
felt emotion. Modelling was ranked first, felt emotion second, and metaphor use third. Other 
studies (Sheldon, 2004; Karlsson et al., 2009) however, have shown the great extent to which 
the verbal instructions of music teachers feature metaphor. Further to this, Juslin, Friberg, 
Schoonderwaldt, and Karlsson (2004) even consider that the usefulness of metaphor in music 
teaching is primarily in connecting the emotional content of music.  

With the common perception that musical expression has a close connection to emotion (see, 
e.g., Laukka, 2004; Lindström et al., 2003; Woody, 2000), it is possible to be persuaded to go 
no further than look for how and whether this is made explicit in the verbal instructions of 
music teachers. However, the last decade has also seen an emergence of empirical studies 
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which show that emotion is not the only entailment of musical expression—a perspective that 
Juslin (2003), Lindström et al. (2003) and Laukka (2004) advanced, and other research has 
shown more explicitly (see Eitan & Granot, 2006; Eitan & Rothschild, 2011; Eitan, Schupak, 
& Marks, 2008).  

Evident from many of these studies is the view that expressivity is learned, which implies 
that expressive skills can be taught (Swanwick, 1979), and that explicit instruction is 
beneficial to learning expressive skills (see Juslin & Laukka, 2000; Juslin & Persson, 2002; 
Woody, 1999). Further, the use of metaphors is a popular teaching strategy aimed at 
developing expressivity (Barten, 1998; Woody, 2002).  

What is it about metaphor beyond the level of linguistic communication of an association that 
serves its instructive purpose in music? Sloboda’s theory on the acquisition of musical 
performance expertise helps explain this. Sloboda raises the idea of extramusical templates, 
“extra-musical functions and formulas that act as ready-made templates onto which musical 
expression can be mapped” (1996, p. 288). Woody postulates further that performers use 
such templates as a memory aid in programming changes in timing, loudness, and intonation. 
He continues:  

It would be too cumbersome for a musician to remember and retrieve vast amounts of 
detailed performance operations each time, for example, a ritardando is to be 
performed. Instead, musicians can more efficiently handle the information by 
abstracting it into a single extramusical analogy. (Woody, 2000, p. 15)  

Extrapolating on this idea, I propose that metaphorical associations are pathways to 
extramusical templates onto which details of the musical aspects of the expressive 
performance that are too “cumbersome” to remember and retrieve, can be mapped. The 
image of a flock of birds taking to the sky, for example, may encapsulate a change in 
dynamics and tempo in a particular passage. Questions arise then as to what borrowings or 
cross-domain mappings (extramusical associations to aspects of musical sound) are drawn on 
in teaching expressivity through metaphoric association.  

My study provides some answers to the calls for action previously mentioned, highlighting 
the complex nature of metaphor in this context. It also brings a different perspective to the 
discussion of teaching expressivity which has, on the whole, centred on the emotional content 
of musical meaning in relation to expressive playing.  

The research design  

Participants  

The study investigated the specialised use of metaphor in music instruction by collecting new 
data and examining the less surveyed spoken discourse of advanced music lessons. 
Specifically, the study showed what meanings and messages were being conveyed in teacher 
talk by collecting and analysing samples of metaphorical language used in teaching 
instrumental music across the broad genre of western art music. It took as its principal 
sources music lessons and rehearsals at Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University 
(2008–2011), one of the two largest conservatoires in Australia, and the Australian Youth 
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Orchestra National Music Camp (2010), a total immersion initiative for promising young 
musicians.  

The instructional settings included one-on-one lessons, small ensembles, and large ensem- 
bles. Advanced instructional settings were chosen for the likelihood of teaching goals 
concerning performance excellence and expressivity, as opposed to note learning and 
technique. These instructional settings represent a situation in which the greater proportion of 
speaking is done by the teacher/conductor, maximising the amount of comparable data (in 
this case, spoken expression of metaphor). In this way, more than 80 hours of instruction 
were recorded across five major instrument areas (strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, and 
keyboard), with an average of about four hours per teacher. Audio-recordings of the sessions, 
which vary in length from 40 minutes to two hours, were transcribed, and the transcriptions 
harvested for remarks containing metaphorical language. The musical repertoire was not 
identified in the collection except to acknowledge that it fell within the framework of western 
art music. Additionally, instrumental instruction was chosen over vocal instruction to avoid 
confusing intentional or unintentional metaphorical associations arising through lyrics.  

Identifying and analysing metaphor  

A metaphor identification procedure (see Steen et al., 2010) was employed to understand 
what the metaphorical language revealed about the way teachers elicit expressive playing in 
their verbal communication with students. This involves determining what word or words in 
a remark may be the vehicle of a metaphor, the root of its extramusical association (source 
domain), and what this refers to musically (the musical topic). This is done by looking for 
chunks or stretches of language that might be metaphorical due to the presence of a word or 
words that are somehow incongruous within the ongoing discourse context. From this, a 
contextual meaning is understood. Steen et al. (2010) explain that the contextual meaning 
may be conventionalised and attested, and will then be found in a general user’s dictionary, 
but it may also be novel, specialised or highly specific to the situation, in which case it cannot 
be found in a general user’s dictionary. Commonly, the contextual meaning points to the 
topic, and the vehicle is a word or phrase that links to a whole conceptual domain which may 
be “visualised” or activated through the association of its more basic (what might otherwise 
be called literal) meaning. The incongruity can therefore be seen to arise between the 
contextual meaning and the basic meaning.  

As expressive elements of music performance concern acoustic and temporal aspects of 
musical sound only these were considered as topics. This included acoustic aspects of playing 
(e.g., tone), temporal features of performance (e.g., timing), and means of expressing the 
sound (e.g., articulation). While melody and harmony cannot be altered in performance, 
except by error, how these are sounded by the player varies a great deal, the consequence of 
which contributes to differences in expressive performance; the “interpretations” of which 
Juslin speaks (2003, p. 275). A remark could be identified as expressive-related when it 
sought to explain or clarify how the music should sound. So the remark, “It’s like making a 
cake. If you are stiff, you will be exhausted after one cake” metaphorically pertains to an 
issue of physical action that has a resulting physical condition and could therefore be 
excluded. On the other hand, “Stick your bow into the string, we want some punch” has a 
sense of the desired sound and so could be retained.  

To elucidate the extramusical meaning conveyed in the metaphor (what meaning it was 
ascribing to the musical topic), the vehicle was then surveyed through a semantic field. For 
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example, in an expression like “Hold the tempo at bar 45!” the vehicle for the metaphor is 
“hold”. It refers to tempo in the topic domain and has semantic connections to “grasp”, 
“grip”, and “embrace”, for example, through the semantic field pertaining to “hold”. Through 
this family resemblance we see how tempo is perceived as an object or an animal—a 
runaway horse, and how one might control it. All semantic associations at this stage were 
sourced from reputable general user dictionaries.  

If a musical topic was frequently referred to through the semantic field of one source domain, 
a systematic metaphor was proposed. For example, most teachers in the study instructed on 
the musical aspect of tempo using the following metaphor vehicles: “push it”, “pull it back”, 
“drop it”, “hold it”, and it can also “get away” or “drag”. Such usage points to an underlying 
concept, TEMPO IS AN OBJECT OR ANIMAL, and that this concept is sufficiently systematic as 
to be conventional for the speakers in the study. However, “put the brakes on” was a more 
creative application on a linguistic level. In this way, a sense of systematic and more creative 
metaphors could be gained.  

Identifying issues concerning metaphor analysis as determined by key metaphor researchers 
(see Steen et al., 2010) permitted a methodical approach to the problematic task of identify- 
ing, coding, and classifying metaphor and steered this research towards a reliable and 
reproducible approach to the analysis of metaphor in the verbal language of music 
instruction.  

Key lessons on metaphor in music instruction  

From the transcriptions, I identified over 900 remarks containing examples of metaphors 
(including similes and analogies) and described 815 vehicle terms with certainty. These were 
initially classified into linguistic groups:  

• word classes included nouns, verbs, phrasal forms (containing prepositions), 
adjectives, adverbs and phrase forms (where the vehicle was a small group of words 
representing one conceptual unit)  

• narrative trails, where larger chunks of language represented one conceptual unit  
• analogies, where the vehicle was marked by the words “like” or “as”.  

Certain types of linguistic forms were much more prevalent in the data than other types. For 
example, the noun and adjective word classes were most prevalent, followed by verb forms.  

There is little doubt that the range of vehicle terms, on the whole, appears to represent a great 
diversity of associations—too many to draw conclusions about the systematic application of 
particular associations with particular musical aspects. However, by assembling the vehicle 
terms into semantic fields that could be shown to have common source domains; systematic 
associations became apparent for these metaphors in relation to acoustic and temporal aspects 
of musical sound, as well as for the expressive devices (the means by which expressive 
playing is facilitated).  

Of the 815 vehicle terms, only 27 were found to be listed with a separate, more contempo- 
rary and specifically musical sense, in the general user dictionaries consulted in this study. 
They included: abrasive, bloom (verb), bouncy, brassy, bright, colour (noun), crack (noun), 
dark, dry, edge, entry, fruity, full-bodied, fullness, line, muddy, palette, rich, round, scratchy, 
shape (verb), sweet, swell (noun), thick, thin, top, and woolly. Of these, only abrasive, 
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colour, dark, palette and round were further qualified as figurative. Yet the analysis showed 
that for all of these words, there was evidence of cross-domain mapping indicative of 
metaphorical use found as a result of either comparing basic and contextual meanings, or 
identifying incongruity between the vehicle term and the ongoing discourse. Other vehicle 
terms commonly used by teachers in this study were not listed as having a musical sense in 
general user dictionaries. These included: breathe, bring out, colour (the verb), come back, 
come in, come out, cut through, direction, feminine, flow, heavy, hold, in, masculine, on, out, 
push, shape, speak, and stretch out.  

While Steen et al. (2010) found that most contextual senses for vehicle terms in everyday 
usage are listed in dictionaries; many contextual meanings in this study were not, and so new 
meanings had to be educed. Discerning contextual meanings from basic meanings did not 
always provide clarity. Meaning is ultimately dependent on how the participants in a 
discourse construe it, as well as on acculturation and enculturation processes (Schippers, 
2010). More might be learned from studies that explicitly incorporate a participant’s 
understandings, but this has problems. In the real-time processing of instructions in the music 
lesson, such verbal negotiation is rarely engaged in, and the contextual meaning must more 
often be construed from pragmatic information. This concurs with Gibbs (2002) who argued 
that people utilise pragmatic information over semantic information when interpreting any 
utterance. While my current study did not extend to an analysis of real-time processing, it is 
noteworthy that the speakers and listeners (music teachers and students) are likely to be 
highly attuned to the specialised context, providing them pragmatic, contextual information 
in the discourse.  

The overall predominance of musical topics was calculated by establishing the frequency 
with which each appeared uniquely, and importantly, when it paired with one or more other 
topics. For example, while “dynamics” was the most predominant topic overall, it was often 
accompanied by another musical topic apparent in the same metaphor. One metaphor vehicle 
could therefore be said to target more than one musical aspect in one remark. In this way, 
dynamics were often found to pair with tone, phrasing, articulation, tempo and timing. Other 
predominant single topics were articulation, timing and tone. Articulation was also identified 
as a common companion topic. For example, articulation often paired with dynamics, “If you 
use lots of bow it’s going to make a big splash”. Surprisingly, phrasing was prevalent as a 
single topic to a lesser degree. However, when issues of phrasing were dealt with, this 
frequently involved the dynamics of the sequence of notes. For example, “Now let’s be 
quieter so you can give me an arch to the fizz note”. Phrasing also correlated with timing: 
“Have a sense of the pacing of the rise and how long you should stay up there. Otherwise you 
don’t get enough shape to the phrase”.  

This complexity raises another common feature of metaphor topics known as “diversifica- 
tion” (Goatly, 1997). Here, mapping from more than one source domain can construct the 
conceptualisation of a topic. For example, both the dimension and motion domains map 
strongly onto dynamic changes in a passage (the dynamics swell, build up and drop back), 
but so does the force/gravity domain (the dynamics can be held back, fall and drop). 
Dynamics also have physical properties (it fades, evaporates, and dissolves) and properties of 
life (it grows and dies). Complexity of this nature suggest a network of inter-relationships 
between topics and source domains for metaphor in this context. This confirms that aspects of 
musical sound that are commonly referred to discretely as tone, intonation, dynamics and so 
on, share common properties. This finding also supports Kövesces’ claim that “we often need 
several source domains to understand aspects of target domains” (2010, p. 96).  
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Establishing the predominant correlations between extramusical associations and musical 
topics ultimately drew attention to how metaphor elucidates the expressive properties of 
musical sound. It also showed what is conventional in the language and what is more 
creative, and established a pattern of systematic usage. In this regard, the expressive 
constituents of musical sound were found to predominantly associate with motion, dimension 
and force in their source domains. This supports what is generally proposed in the literature 
on metaphor and musical sound. What my research brings to light is the aspect of 
diversification for topics, as I have already raised, and additionally, the striking tendency 
towards multivalency in the source domains. Multivalency describes the property of one 
metaphor vehicle to work with different topics (Goatly, 1997). An illustration of this 
complexity is: “Think of it as a bloom point, where your sound blooms a little more”. In the 
teaching sequence observed, the sense of “blooming” (opening), was meant to adjust specific 
musical aspects in the student’s playing, including at least tone, dynamics and phrasing. The 
teacher was looking for an expressive sound which required adjustment of two specific 
acoustic properties and an expressive device.  

It was in determining multivalency and diversification that the complex nature of metaphor 
became demonstrably clear. Cameron and MetNet Group (2006) describe the “complex, inde- 
terminate, and unstable” nature of metaphor, and this must not be overlooked in relation to 
musical sound. However, ultimately, the complexity of metaphor responds well to the 
physically complex phenomenon of musical sound. We know that sounds are made up of a 
complicated mixture of vibrations, but musical sound has even more factors that complicate 
the sound signal at the level of a note or collection of notes. These factors include intensity, 
frequency, spectrum and time envelope. It seems likely then that metaphor is used for the 
very reason that the properties of sound are complexly correlated and the way we perceive 
musical sound similarly so. To capture all the “cumbersome” details, as Woody (2000, p. 15) 
put it, in a metaphor (or analogy), is an intuitive solution.  

Systematic usage  

A picture emerged from the study showing that acoustic topics that relate to tone 
(individually pitch, loudness and timbre) commonly associate with dimension, motion, 
force/gravity, picture/colour, illumination, physical and material qualities. Temporal topics 
(timing and tempo) are, not surprisingly, on the move as objects, people, cars, animals and 
water. And they can be physically controlled and respond to force. Expressive devices, such 
as articulation and phrasing, associate with painting a picture, illuminating an object, 
grasping something, navigating, reshaping and resizing something, and breathing and 
speaking.  

The findings on systematic associations highlighted that certain vehicle terms are so highly 
conventionalised as to be no longer active metaphorically. These terms have become 
subsumed in sub-technical language and while they remain instructional, a greater 
instructional value was noted with metaphors that project away from conventional usage. 
They tended to be more personalised. And, importantly, they were likely to be deliberate and 
more powerful, perhaps used to follow-up a less effective instruction. For example, after 
instructing a student to “bring out” the melody in a Chopin nocturne did not produce the 
desired result, a teacher deployed a cluster of metaphor vehicles that provided more detail 
about the desired sound:  
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You have to rearrange [the furniture] and put something here and there, and maybe a 
light next to the chair, so it looks nice. Same with the music. You don’t want all the 
sound together. Separate the sound. Give the left hand its own space.  

Referencing the rearrangement of furniture is a more novel linguistic application of the 
dimension metaphor. This type of deliberate vehicle development, fine tuning and clustering 
was observed in the study to be powerful not only in changing behaviour and eliciting the 
desired musical response, but also in instigating an interchange between teacher and student. 
As an affective stepping stone to understanding a musical goal, this type of metaphor should 
not be underrated in the role of building empathetic relationships in instructional settings.  

Moving away from systematic usage, more novel metaphors were evident, some of which 
underline the potential for more poetic imaginings for musical sound, bringing humour and 
drama to the interaction. Some examples include:  

Articulation (Pedal):  [You used] so much pedal that it was swimming. The whole piece 
sounded like it was hosed. 

Dynamics: It’s like burning embers here. 

Timing (a pause): It’s that moment when you twist the knife.  

Timing (beat, rhythm): Like the freeway you see across the river there … you can see the 
beautiful line … underneath that beautiful line are the pillars that hold the thing up. We need 
more of the pillars. 

Having some insight into systematic and conventional associations for metaphors in relation 
to specific musical aspects raises the question of what falls outside those common 
associations— what is missing from the extramusical experience of musical sound. Further 
classification of the metaphor collection by way of their correlation to sensory reception 
domains revealed this. Most of the sensory reception domains (see Blakemore & Jennett, 
2001) were found to be immanent in this study, but the sense of smell was not. This may be 
explained by Williams’ model of metaphorical transfer (1976), which demonstrates that “a 
systematic sequence exists in the application of sensory terms from a modality to another 
based on a hierarchy among the senses relative to the order in which they give or receive a 
semantic sense from other modalities” (as cited in Cacciari, 2008, p. 417). According to 
Williams’ corpus (based on an analysis of synaesthetic adjectives), olfactory words are not 
transferable to other senses, (although it is interesting to note that Shakespeare’s “If music be 
the food of love ... stealing and giving odour ...” from Act I, Twelfth Night, makes an 
exception). Such analysis is the province of psychophysics which “embraces the study of the 
subjective aspects of sensation in terms of objective stimulus energies” (Pfaffmann, 2017). A 
more detailed analysis of the data based on transfer across sensory modes would be necessary 
to advance explanations in this regard.  

Motivations for metaphor in relation to musical sound  

The applied linguistic approach employed in this study to identify and analyse metaphor in 
relation to musical sound is useful for highlighting dimensions of metaphor in relation to 
teaching expressive playing that may go unnoticed in studies from other pedagogical 
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perspectives. The findings bring an appreciable insight into what underlies or motivates 
systematic mapping of certain source domains onto aspects of musical sound.  

In contrast to Lippman’s assertion that whatever the physical, biological, or sociocultural 
explanations of musical sound may be, its qualitative properties are “so various that they 
elude systematic classification” (1977, p. 43), the findings on systematicity are striking. The 
research demonstrates plausible systematic associations for sound, with many similarities to 
what are generally considered common source domains in everyday English, as outlined by 
Kövesces (2010), making the use of metaphor in this context consistent with everyday usage. 
However, it is what may be seen to motivate these systematic associations that brings 
relevance to the studio music teacher’s usage. Many of our sensory experiences are 
fundamental to these associations and are ostensibly explained by real bodily experience 
(e.g., loudness is referenced by strength and physical dimensions), or perceived structural 
similarities (e.g., tone is referenced by colour).  

The strong indications of systematic associations found in this study are consistent with 
research on psychophysical functions, which show that neural patterns in the brain connect 
with acoustic differences in musical sound, showing, in particular, neural links between 
physical stimuli including loudness, tempo, texture, and pitch, and the sensations and 
perceptions such stimuli affect (see Bhatara, Tirovolas, Duan, Levy, & Levitin, 2011; 
Coutinho & Cangelosi, 2009; Coutinho & Dibben, 2012; Eitan & Rothschild, 2011; Juslin & 
Sloboda, 2001).  

Arguably, metaphor is a direct expression of these sensations and perceptions (relative to the 
propositions of Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). However, the complexity and diversity revealed in 
the metaphor source domains also shows that perceiving is accompanied by diverse personal 
and culturally shaped ways of feeling, sensing, and imagining musical sound. This is 
particularly apparent for dynamics. On the face of it, dynamics are concerned with the 
“intensity of volume with which notes and sounds are expressed” (Thiemel, 2016). However, 
dynamics bring together many of the properties of sound that are heard in a piece of music.  

Going by the physics of sound, ‘dynamics’ is a term for the musical expression of loudness. 
And loudness (intensity) also has properties of pitch and timbre. As mentioned, dynamics 
were appreciably the most referred to topic of metaphor observed in this study. Dynamics 
were largely attributed to the characteristics of an object with dimension (size and shape); but 
also force and gravity (how we perceive changes happen to this object); and motion and 
movement (how we perceive the object behaves). These extramusical associations can be 
readily explained by psychophysical behaviour in the way humans perceive physical stimuli. 
According to investigations by Eitan et al. (2008), and Lipscomb and Kim (2004), loudness 
changes correlates cognitively and perceptually with vertical motion and is probably acquired 
through experience. The experience of larger objects and movements tends to generate more 
energy, and therefore louder sound. In addition, spatial height is correlated with physical size 
and with quantity, as illustrated in the “up is more” metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). 
Thus, an indirect loudness–height association may be generated since both are associated 
with physical size. This association is supported in my findings, with the dimension-size 
domain figuring most prominently for dynamics. From such explanations it is possible to see 
how technical vocabulary—pressure, waves, intensity—might evolve into descriptive 
language—hold back, swell, build up—describing musical goals in playing. Even in this one 
musical topic, there is good reason for why a teacher may choose metaphor to visualise, 
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clarify and encapsulate the anticipated sound, rather than providing a complex description of 
its objective state.  

That structural and experiential relationships exist between the sound stimulus and the per- 
ception of it, is at least one explanation for conventional metaphors used in music instruction 
where connections seem “more than associative” (Eitan & Rothschild, 2011). This may even 
explain the predominance of colour as a source domain for tone, given the close kinship of 
colour perception and tone perception (see Gunther, 2012). The domains that appear corre- 
lated in experience and that share deep relational structures with specific musical topics, pos- 
sibly function as models rather than deep imaginings (Gentner & Bowdle, 2008).  

Psychophysical cues in music are also known to arouse felt emotion. If sensitivity to emotion 
in music is a response to psychophysical dimensions of sound, and if emotion is known to be 
an entailment of musical expression, is this made explicit through metaphors used by music 
teachers to engage students in expressive playing? This study suggests not, and brings a 
different perspective to the claim of Juslin et al. (2004) that the usefulness of metaphor in 
music teaching is primarily in connecting the emotional content of music. I propose that 
while music may well engage emotion directly, neither emotive language nor reference to felt 
emotional content of the music are significant factors in instructional language used to elicit 
musically expressive performance. Across the 80 hours of transcriptions, there were single 
references to joy, disappointment, surprise, longing, and loving, and the word emotion itself 
was used once. If musical expression has a close connection to emotion, it may rarely surface 
explicitly or implicitly in a teacher’s verbal instructions.  

While emotion is shown in this study to correlate with particular acoustic and temporal 
properties (e.g., slow, descending minor intervals), there is other research that suggests that 
similar acoustic properties in the music of other cultures are not articulated verbally as emo- 
tion (Feld, 1981). Therefore, a credible explanation is that emotional responses are passed 
from one generation to the next, from parent to child, from teacher to student, as part of 
enculturation. In this way, this study also supports conclusions of Juslin and Lindström 
(2010) that psychophysical relations between acoustic properties and composed features most 
probably reflect cultural conventions developed over the long course of music’s history.  

This brings another dimension to what underlies motivations for metaphorical associations 
that must take into account the seeming paradox in the human condition that not all cultures 
experience the body, or its relationship to the external world, in the same way. By way of 
example of this complex view, while in western English-speaking environments we express 
our experience of music primarily in linguistic terms of space and motion, this vocabulary 
does not apply universally. For example, in the African language of Bantu, the high/low 
opposition is described as small/great (Tracey, 1948); and even in a language as closely 
related to English as French, the equivalent of high is “aigu”, meaning sharp, pointed, 
piercing, keen, penetrating, screaming (Dubois, 1981, p. 19), and low is “grave”, meaning 
sedate, solemn, important, weighty (Dubois, 1981, p. 300). This concurs with the view 
expressed by Lakoff and Johnson (1999) that spatial-relations concepts vary across 
languages. Lakoff and Johnson propose that lexical differences across languages may have to 
do with differences in conventional imagery across cultures, giving rise to different linguistic 
expressions of those mappings.  

Further lexical differences are described by Shayan, Ozturk, and Sicoli (2011). They demon- 
strate that pitch differences expressed in English as high–low (vertical space) are expressed 
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differently by Farsi and Zapotec speakers. They show that in each of these languages, low-
frequency sounds were described as thick sounds and high-frequency sounds as thin and that 
vocabulary for pitch also crosses over to the description of amplitude (loudness): “Thick” 
could also refer to loud sounds and “thin” to quiet sounds. It can be seen how these 
correlations contrast with languages like English that privilege a high–low verticality 
metaphor to talk about pitch. These findings, Shayan et al. suggest, show that “pitch 
perception is a dimension of our sense of hearing that can be conceptualized in different 
ways” (2011, p. 104), giving more weight to the argument that even associations in musical 
sound that appear biologically motivated, may be culturally bound and this may be so even in 
terms of how we experience our bodies, how we physically and psychologically locate 
ourselves in the world, and what intersensory experiences may present themselves to us, as 
Deutscher (2010) advances.  

Metaphors motivated by cultural conventions are most evident in expressions that are highly 
conventional and clichéd because they may derive from, for example, 18th or 19th century 
thinking about music. These include references to feminine and masculine sound: “A 
masculine theme is louder and more angular. A feminine theme is softer and sweeter” 
[Regarding Haydn’s music]; “There are feminine endings and masculine endings”; “The 
character needs to be stronger, more masculine, more extrovert”.  

This discussion has illuminated reasons and motivations for metaphor usage, inviting fur- 
ther investigation into metaphors used in real-life music instruction, laying the premise for 
why knowledge and awareness of metaphor matters in education settings that increasingly 
involve speakers from different language and cultural backgrounds. Ways of perceiving and 
conceiving the sounds of music are interconnected and evolve for a community of people 
over time, making music a social and cultural “product” as much as a “felt” psychophysical 
experience.  

Conclusions and implications for music pedagogy  

Overall, the metaphor identified in the study can be described as contextualised, prosaic and 
dynamic, similar to other educational discourse. However, its interactional mode has 
significant points of departure. Mainly, verbal communication in music instruction is not 
contingent on the usual demands of spoken interaction (i.e. question/ response); it is 
contingent on physical responses. Mostly, the teachers’ remarks were delivered in short 
utterances made coherent by the student playing their response. It occurred most commonly 
as feedback to playing a passage and was rarely used to initiate playing. Commonly more 
deliberate, creative use of metaphor occurred after the technical aspects of note learning were 
mastered (e.g. fingering), and when the student was familiar enough with the piece to attempt 
shaping and polishing for performance. Metaphor in the context of music instruction is 
therefore largely monologic, interspersed with music, often imperative, imploring, and, while 
mostly prosaic, can be at times poetic.  

A compelling strategy for the use of metaphor in music instruction is that it gives meaning to 
the process of thinking musically and enriches “the palette of expressive nuances” available 
to the practicing musician (Eitan & Rothschild, 2011, p. 465). In relation to technical aspects, 
these associations are thought to stimulate the sensorimotor experience of playing and aid 
memory and internalisation.  
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The deliberate and creative use of metaphor and analogy, in particular, supports pedagogical 
claims that metaphor and analogy work to build relationships important to the learning envi- 
ronment through shared experience (working “between the spaces” in Cameron’s (2003) 
terms), and the perception that metaphor may make a difference between competence and 
excellence in teaching and learning music (Schippers, 2006). The way we see music, move it, 
touch it, taste it, and even hear it according to other sounds in the environment demonstrates 
strong motivational source domains for teaching and learning about the expressive features of 
sound. Such resources of language are powerful agents in the sharing of knowledge, under- 
standing, and aesthetic appreciation; to the point that metaphor has the capacity to broaden 
the experience of what musical sound entails for the player or listener. In a modest way, this 
enriches our understanding of music performance as requiring not only an instrument and 
technical skills, but a body and mind that is fully engaged in music-making by imagining, 
sensing, and enacting the world around us.  
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